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Abstract. It is shown that the MEIJE algebra of processes can be expressed in a flow algebra, the
algebra of net expressions. We then use this fact to derive a normal form for the calculus.

Introduction

Perhaps one of the most natural ways to model a parallel system is to use a
graphic approach, representing such a system by a communication network whose
nodes are processes. It is the description of such a modelmflowgraphs---that motivated the first definition of algebras of processes--flow algebras---by Milner [3].
Dynamic operators, action and summation, were then added to this algebra, together
with a direct semantics by the means of Plotkin-style operational rewrite rules. This,
and a definition of equivalence by bisimulation, had become the algebraic calculus
CCS [4]. Finally, the interleaving constraints of CCS were solved by the introduction
of synchrony and action simultaneity in SCCS [5].
Many properties were gained by these improvements, but the original intuitive
interpretation as nets was lost. Our purpose here is to show how it may be restored.
In order to do this, we will work on an SCCS sibling calculus, the MEIJE calculus
[1]. It has been shown that MEIJE is equivalent to the 'computable' SCCS (see [2, 6]
for a precise comparison), indeed that it is in some way a 'universal' calculus [7].
Thus, our precise goal will be to show that all MEIJE agents can be expressed as
flow expressions (we shall call them net expressions) over an elementary set of
generators in some semantic-preserving way.
MEIJE operators are very close to net constructors; in fact, they may be considered
as a superset of these. Thus, our method will be to gradually eliminate unwanted
operators by structural transformations, concentrating their semantics in the generators, while remaining equivalent to the original expression.
In this way we shall assign an equivalent net expression to each MEIJE agent;
this will enable us to transfer properties of the former to the latter. Finally, in Section
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3.4 we derive a normal form for MEIJE agents from the Normal Form Theorem for
flow expressions.

1. D e f i n i t i o n

1.1. Net expressions
A net is a synchronizing structure whose sites (or nodes) are linked through ports
to communication channels. An actor net is a net whose sites are occupied by
processes, or actors, taken from a set of generators.
In [3], Milner showed that such objects could be described by net expressions
constructed from a free algebra. In order to do this we will give ourselves a set L
of channel names, which is the disjoint union of a set S of port names, and of the
set A of signal names. Let also X be a set of process variables. All sets are assumed
to be infinite. We then define the following operators:
- (Parallel) c o m p o s i t i o n / / . Let Z s = {//}.
- Finite relabelling 0. Let ,Y, = {0: L-> L I P~, = {s ~ L I Os # s} is finite}. <s~/si)~l will
denote the relabelling ~, such that Os = s[ if s = st, Os = s otherwise.
- Signal restriction \A. Let ,Y\ ={\AIA ~ A}.
- Recursive definition wherex,.Let ,Y,,~,~ = {wherex, IX ' c X is finite}. In expressions
we use the syntax (t w h e r e {xi = ti}x,~X,).
Net expressions are then terms of the free Zo-algebra A ~ ( X ) , where -Yo= Z / u
The operator \A (respectively, ~,, wherex0) binds signal A (respectively, signals of
P , n A, variables of X'). Terms are equal if they are identical up to a change of
b o u n d signal or variable. As a consequence, when we apply a substitution ~ to a
term t (which we shall denote by t[~]), we change bound signals or variables in
order to avoid captures.
Our operator set is in fact parametrized by S, A, and X. In some cases we shall
make use of this, and, when there is some ambiguity, we will indicate in parentheses
the sort used (e.g., ,Y(S')). Note that if a relabelling and its extension by the identity
to a larger sort are identified, S ' c S implies -Ys,~- -Ys.
Finally, if C is a generator set, then an actor net on C is described by a term of

1.2. The MEz]E calculus
Here, the expressions are meant to describe transition systems labelled by a set
M of actions. Following Milner's idea [5], we shall assume M to be a commutative
monoid, the product of two actions having their joint effect, the unity being an
action with no outside effect. As we intend to work with communication structures,
having only communication actions is quite natural. Then, every action has an
inverse, the action of 'receiving' it; thus, M is an abelian group. Since we want to
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model independent channels, we shall, in fact, work with M = Z ( L ) , the free group
generated by L. The operation will be noted as a product, the inverse of s as s-,
and, if u e M and s e L, then u(s) is the valuation of s in u, i.e., u = s"(')u ', with

Z(L- {s}).
MEUE [2] can then be constructed from a superset of the net operators, adding
the following operators:
- Action u:. Let , Y . = { u : l u e M } .
- Ticking u*. Let 2;. = {u*lu E M}.
- (Finite) renaming q~. Let ,Y, = {q~:M--> M a morphism[ P , is finite}. A relabelling
will be identified with the morphism it induces, so 2~, c Z,.
The only generator used will be inaction 0, thus, a MEIJE term will be a term of
Az,({0} u X ) , where 2~ = 2;oU 2;. u ,Y.u Z~. A MEIJE agent is a MEIJE term closed
for variables and signals.
1.3. Semantics

We will now give our MEIJE terms their transition-system semantics by the
following operational rewrite rules:
p -% p'

q -% q'

(Rparl),

(Rpar2),

p // q -% p '// q
P // q -% p // q '
p -% p,, q Z_> q,
p//q ~
p,//q, (Rparl2).

We thus have an asynchronous composition.
u: p -% p (Ract),

p - % p', u(A ) = O

P -% P'
(Rtic),
u* p ~v > u* p'

-%

(Rres),

p.-~ p'
tpp ~'" > ¢pp'

(Rren),

and, finally,

t[ qi/ xi]~x, -% p'
(t where {xi = ti}x,~X,) -% p'

(Rrec),

with qi = ti[(xj where {Xk = tk}~k~X')/Xi]x~X' for recursion.
Note, then, that if generators of C are given an Z(S)-labelled transition system
semantics, then these rules may also be used to give such a semantics to nets built
on these generators.
The semantics obtained in this way for MEUE is tOO refined; so, we need to
introduce an equivalence, the strong equivalence ~ , defined as the least refined
symmetric relation R verifying
Vp, q, u, p', p -% p' and p R q ~
(thus, it is Park's b i s i m u l a t i o n ) .

3q', q -% q' and p ' R q '
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We extend it to nonclosed terms by
t-~ t' ~

Vtr closed for t and t', t[t~] ~ t'[tr]

(thus, a term denotes an operator on transition systems).
Now, a transition system t can be expressed in a set of transition systems P iff
there exists some p e P such that t ~ p ; this notion is readily extended to sets of
transition systems, objects having such a semantics, and operators on transition
systems. For example, let the clock hu on u e M be the system defined by h,, -~ hu,
and the unbounded clock h~+ by h~+ -~ h~+ if k > 0. Then, both can be expressed in
MEIJE, for
hu~(xwherex = u:x)

and

h.~
+ ~ (x where

x

=

(u:O//x)).

In fact, it has been shown that any computable transition system (on a finitely
generated monoid), can be expressed in MEIJE [2]. ThUS, any computable net, with
the above semantics, can be expressed in MEUE. What we now need to show is the
converse, that is, that any MEIJE agent can be expressed by net expressions over a
simple set of generators (basically clocks).

2. Expressing M v u v in net expressions

2.1. Operator substitution
Technically, what we want to show is that A~,({0}) can be expressed in Azo(C).
We shall proceed in several steps, showing each time that an Ax (C) can be expressed
in some A~,(C'), with Z ' c Z and C c C', i.e., we remove operators and add
constants.
In order to show each step, we will define structural transformations, replacing
operators of -~ u C by contexts of the new algebra, in which we will place the
operator's transformed arguments (while taking care of bindings). Let us immediately
note that such a transformation 0 will be compatible with substitution, i.e.,

d( t[ p,/ x,]) = O( t )[ O( p,) / x,].
2.2. Eliminating action
Let C2 = {v: h~, hal u, v e Z ( S ) } u {0} be the set of possibly actioned clocks, with
their obvious semantics; let -~2 = Z 1 - Z:- We then have the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. AxI({0}) can be expressed in A~({C2}).
Proof. Let us define by structural induction

02:Az~({O}uX)-~A.~({C2}uX)

as

follows:
02(u: t) - (u: h~-//a* 02(t))\a,
where a is not free in u:t, and O2(op(~))=op(O2----~) for other operators 'op'
(02(x) = x for variables).
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Here and in the other constructions, a generator sorted on L is considered to be
a notation for a generator sorted on S (e.g., h, --- ~bh.,, with tpu'= u and u'~ Z(S)).
Then, 0 2 ( u : x ) ~ - u : x and 02(u: t ) = 02(u:x)[O2(t)/x] and, since = is a congruence, by structural induction, 0 2 ( t ) - t for all t, and if t is closed, then
0 2 ( t ) ~ t.

[]

2.3. Eliminating ticking
This is the central part of our proof. Let 2~3= Z 2 - Z.. We first show the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.2. I f S ' c S ,

s~S-S',

then s * A ~ ( s ' ) ( C 2 ( S ' ) )

can be expressed in

Proof. We define 03 by
03(v: h..) = s.v: hs..,,
03( till t2) =

( hs,:

O3(hu) = h,...,

l/ ( hs~,-2// ( a / s}03( t,) II ( a / s>03(t2)) )\ a

(where a is not free in tl//t2),

03( u* t) = (s.u/ s>O3( t),
03(op(~)) = op(O3(t-~i )

otherwise.

N o w we will show, using Park induction, that s* t ~ O3(t), for all t e A~(s,)(C2(S')).
Thus, let R = {(s* t, 03(t)), (03(t), s* t>l t e
Then, if s* t --% t', then
the equivalence holds by (Rtic), so, u = s.u', t' = s* t' and t -~ t", therefore u'(s) = O.
Now, all we need to do is show by induction on the proof of t--% t' that
0 3 ( 0 ~'" ~ O3(t'). For most rules the proof is straightforward. Let us deal with
(Rrec), which is a little delicate: If (t where {x~ = t~}x,~X,) "% t', then it is by (Rree),
so,
using
previous
notations,
t[q~/xi]x,~x, '% t',
so,
by
induction,
03( t[ q,/ x,]~,,~x,) ,.u ) 03(t'). Now,
O3(t[q,/x~],,,~x,) = O3(t)[ 03(q~)/xi]x,~x,
and

~3(q~) = ~3(t~)[(xjwhere {xk =

~3(tk)},,~x.)/xj],~:x,.

So, by (Rrec),
(O3(t)where{xi= O3(ti)}x,~x,) s.., , O3(t'),
that is,

03[(t where {x~ = t~}~x,)] "" , ~3(t').

[]
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The symmetrical case (03(t) -% t' implies s* t -% s* t" and t' = 03(t")) is proven
in the same way and therefore left to the reader.
Now we can deduce the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3. A~( C2) can be expressed in Az~( C2).
Proof. Let t~ Az~(C2), then, since t is finite, we actually have t~ Az~(s,)(C2(S')),
with finite S'; now, let s ~ S - S ' ; since s* t can be expressed in A~<s)(C2(S)), so
can O[(t) = (h~-//(a/s)s* t)\a (~ is not free in t) and t-- O~(t). []

2.4_ Reducing renaming to relabelling
Let C4 = C2 u {s* h+l s ~ S, u ~ z<s>} be given its obvious semantics.
Proposition 2.4. A~(C3) can be expressed in A~( C4).
ProoL Following Milner [5], we define 04 by

04( ~'t ) = [ ,//N, ( h~- /l~ * h~-.,,l/a * h~..,s- ) \ ~ll~bO4(t ) ] \ {~s}s~ N,,
where N~ = {s ~ L] ~ps ~ L}, a, /~, are all distinct and not free in ~pt, and ¢ is the
relabelling defined by Os =•fls if s ~ N~, and ~s = ~ps otherwise; 04 is the identity on
other operators.
Now, 04(~px)= ~px and 04 conserves bindings, therefore, by a straightforward
adaptation of Milner's p r o o f that -- is a congruence, we have O4(t)-~ t for all t. []
Now, from the last three subsections we can immediately deduce the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.5. Any MEIJE agent can be expressed as a net expression on clocks; more
precisely, Ax,({0}) can be expressed in A~o(C4).
3. Normal forms

3.1. On minimal generators
In the preceding transformations, as the reader might have noticed, we took care
not to modify the equational structure of our terms; in particular, we added no
recursive definitions. I f we allow ourselves such additions, then we can express
generators of C4 as net expressions over an even more elementary set of generators,
finite deterministic terms.
Let C5 = {u: v:0, v:0, 0] u, v ~ Z(S)}. Then, we have the followingproposition.
Proposition 3.1. C4 can be expressed in A~(C3). Thus, any MEuE agent can be

expressed as a net over finite generators.
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Proof. One may verify that if s ~ S, u, v, w ~ Z ( S ) , and u(s) = v(s) = w(s) = O, we
have
(u:)v*h+~ ~"
( ( u : ) v . a : O / / { a / s } x ) \ a where {x = (s-.w.a:O//s-.w: v.a:O//(oL/s}x)\a}.
Now, the result follows from u" h~ --- u: v* h~ and hu ~ u* h~.

[]

3.2. On minimal algebras
The generators of Cs may be described by MEIJE terms, more precisely, by terms
of A~:({0}). Thus, the last result implies the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2. MEIJE agents can be expressed in A~(Az:({0})).
As a consequence, MEIJE can be expressed in A~0us:({0}); thus, morphisms and
ticking are nonprimitive operators! This result, while natural for morphisms (see
[5]), seems surprising for ticking. In fact, what we have shown is that ticking is not
essential to the computing power of the calculus; it still remains primitive for the
expressive power (for building operators), as we can see from the following proposition.
Proposition 3.3. Ticking cannot be reduced to an expression of other operators, that
is, for any u ~ 1, there is no expression E ~ A:~,_:~.({0, x}) such that E = u* x.
ProoL Let us assume such an E exists.
- Either, all the occurrences of x are guarded in E (or guarded after a finite
'unwinding'wsee [5]). Since u . x [ 1 : 0 / x ] - % , we have E l 1 : 0 / x ] -%, but since x
is guarded in E, E[O/x] -%, which is absurd, since u*0-~0.
- Or, there is some unguarded occurrence of x in E. Then, by straightforward
induction on the depth of that occurrence, we show E [ l : O / x ] 1-->, which contradicts E [ l : O / x ] - ~ u * l : O .
[]
3.3. Normalizing recursive equations
Corollary 3.2 in the last paragraph gives a more precise result than just a reduction
of the operator set; it also shows that the syntax can be restricted, so that we will
now have not a single free algebra, but a stack of algebras, which can be termed a
normal form. In a second step towards such a form, we show how to regroup
equations.
Proposition 3.4. MEIJE cart be expressed in ,~,,~(A~_x.~..(A~:({0})u X)), /.e., /s
equivalent to a single equation system, a term of the form (to where {x~ = h},>o), where
there are no recursions in the h's.
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ProoL Let p e Ay0<s)(Az:(s)({0})). We structurally define the regrouping/z (p) o f p by
/~ (pl//.p2) = [ t~//t 2 where {x~ = t~}i~[1.2]j~[1.nil],

/~(p0 where {x~ = p i}i~[1.,])=[xOwhere{x~.= i
where x~ are all distinct, and
bound variables.

ix(p')=(t~where{x~=t~}j~[1,.,]),

/z ( o p ( p ) ) = (op(t[~xi/xi]i~[1,n])

up to a change of

where {x, = ¢,(t,[d/xffxj]j.[,,.l)},.[1,.]),

where ~b is a relabelling that maps the signals bound by op onto a subset of signals
not occurring in g ( p ) , and vice versa (i.e., ~ = ~-1), and
/~(p) = (t where {x~ = t~}~[1.,]),
/~(x) = (x where 0),

/~(0) = (0 where 0).

It is readily shown that, for closed t,/~(t) --- t and it has the announced form.

[]

3.4. A normal f o r m for MEIJE

Theorem 3.5. MEUE can be expressed in ,~,,h~(A~/(Azs(,~,(X u A~:({0}))))), that is,
every MEIJE agent is equivalent to a term (towhere{x~ = t~}), where, f o r all i, t~(//d/o~j)\F s and l~.j is either a variable or a term uol :" • • : O. So, any MEIJE agent is
described by a normalized set o f equations.
Proof. The laws of flow are valid in A~o_Z.,.,(X u Az:({0})). Therefore, the present
theorem is an immediate consequence of the preceding subsections and the Normal
Form Theorem for flow algebras. []
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